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Accident Reporting Procedure 

1.	 In case of accidents, if the injured is a civil servant, the 
departmental procedures for accident reporting should be 
followed. 

2.	 If a "notifiable accident" happened in construction sites, the 
procedures as stipulated in Section 9.1.2 of the Construction 
Site Safety Manual shall apply. A copy of the Flow Chart for 
reporting accidents to the Works Bureau is attached in Page 9.2. 

3.	 An accident is classified as a "notifiable accident" if: 
-	 it has led to fatality, or 
-	 the victim is in critical condition, or 
-	 the media have arrived on site or have telephoned to ask 

information about the accident, or 
-	 it will arouse public interest/concern in view of the 

damage/inconvenience that has been caused or its 
potential harm to workers and/or the public, or 

- it has created a drawn-out situation which may lead to 
fatality or multiple injuries. 

4.	 In addition, departmental procedures for reporting construction 
site accidents shall be followed. 



  

˔̃̃˸́˷˼̋ʳ˫ 

ˢ˶˶̈̅̅˸́˶˸ʳ̂˹ʳ˴ʳ́̂̇˼˹˼˴˵˿˸ 
˴˶˶˼˷˸́̇ 

˟˴˵̂̈̅ʳ˗˸̃˴̅̇̀˸́̇˂˩˸̆̆˸˿ ˔˂˘ʺ̆ʳ̀̂̆̇ʳ̆˸́˼̂̅ʳ̆˼̇˸ 
˧̅˴˹˹˼˶ʳ˖˸́̇̅˸ʿʳˠ˴̅˼́˸ ˜́˹̂̅̀ ̆̈̃˸̅̉˼̆̂̅̌ʳ̆̇˴˹˹ʳ̊˻̂ʳ˹˼̅̆̇ ˡ̂̇˼˹̌ʳ˼́ʳ˴˶˶̂̅˷˴́˶˸ʳ̊˼̇˻ 

 ˗˸̃˴̅̇̀˸́̇ ˵˸˶̂̀˸ʳ˴̊˴̅˸ʳ̂˹ʳ̇˻˸ ˗˸̃˴̅̇̀˸́̇˴˿ʳ̅˸̃̂̅̇˼́˺ʳ̃̅̂˶˸˷̈̅˸

ʳ˴̆ʳ˴̃̃̅̂̃̅˼˴̇˸ ˴˶˶˼˷˸́̇ 

˔˂˘ʳ̂̅ʳ̇˻˸˼̅ 
̅˸̃̅˸̆˸́̇˴̇˼̉˸ 

ˡ̂̇˼˹̌ʳ̊˼̇˻˼́ʳˆ˃ʳ̀˼́̆ˁʳ̇̂ʳ˵˸ ̅˸̆̃̂́̆˼˵˿˸ʳ˹̂̅ʳ̇˻˸ 
˹̂˿˿̂̊˸˷ʳ˵̌ʳ˴ʳˣ̅˸˿˼̀˼́˴̅̌ʳ˥˸̃̂̅̇ ˶̂́̇̅˴˶̇ 

̊˼̇˻˼́ʳ˅ˇʳ˻̂̈̅̆ 

˗̈̅˼́˺ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸ʳ˻̂̈̅̆ ˗̈̅˼́˺ʳ˴́˷ʳ̂̈̇̆˼˷˸ʳˢ˹˹˼˶˸ʳ˻̂̈̅̆ 

ʳʳ˖˜ˢʿʳ˦ˣˢʻ˪ʼʳ˴̇ 
˗˸̃˴̅̇̀˸́̇˴˿ʳ˦˴˹˸̇̌ʳ˔˷̉˼̆˸̅ ʳʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳ˅ˋˇˋʳ˅˃˃˅ 

̂̅ʳ˼́ʳ˻˼̆ʳ˴˵̆˸́˶˸ ˴̇ ˦̈˵̀˼̇ʳ˶̂̀̃̅˸˻˸́̆˼̉˸ 
ʳʳˣ˜ˢʿʳ˦ˣˢʻ˪ʼʳ˴̇ ʳʳʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳʳʳʳʳʻʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʼ ̅˸̃̂̅̇ʳʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁˍʳ˅ˋˇˋʳ˅˃˃ˆ  

ʳʳʳ̃˴˺˸̅ʳ́̂ˁˍʳʻʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʼ 
ʳʳ̀̂˵˼˿˸ʳ́̂ˁˍʳˌ˃ˌˇʳˋˌ˅˃ 

˙˴̋ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳ˅ˈˆˊʳ˄ˋˊˊ 

˖˔˦ʻ˦ʼʿʳ˪˕ ˢ̈̇̆˼˷˸ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸ʳ˻̂̈̅̆ 
ʳʳʳʳʳʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳ˅ˋˇˋʳ˄˄ˇˌ 
ʳ̃˴˺˸̅ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳˊˆ˅ˉʳˇˆ˄˅ 

˗̈̇̌ʳˢ˹˹˼˶˸̅ʿʳ˜˦˗ 
ʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁˍʳ˅ˋˇ˅ʳˋˊˇˈʳʻˆʳ˿˼́˸̆ʼ 
ʳʳʳʳʳʳ˅ˈ˅ˆʳ˅ˊ˅˄ʿʳʳ˅ˈ˅˅ʳˊˉˉ˅ ˙˴̋ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳ˅ˋˋ˅ʳˊ˄ˈ˅ 

ʻ˅ˇʳ˻̂̈̅̆ʼ 

˙˴̋ʳˡ̂ˁʳˍʳ˅ˈˆˊʳ˄ˈˇ˃ 
ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ˅ˋˇˈʳˌ˃ˊˋ ˢ̈̇̆˼˷˸ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸ʳ˻̂̈̅̆ 
ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ˅ˋ˄˃ʳ˄ˊ˅˄ ˦ʳ˹̂̅ʳ˪ ˖˜ˢʿʳ˦ˣˢʻ˪ʼ 

˧˸˿ʳ́̂ˁʳˍʳ˅˃˄ˊʳˉ˅ˊˆ 
ˠ̂˵˼˿˸ʳˍʳˌ˃˅˅ʳˌˆˉˆ 

ʳʳʳˡ̂̇˸̆ 
ʳʳʳʳ˟˸˺˸́˷ 

ʳʳʳ˜́˹̂̅̀˴̇˼̂́ʳ̅˸̄̈˼̅˸˷ʳ˼́ʳ̇˸˿˸̃˻̂́˸ 
ʳʳ˦ˣˢʻ˪ʼ ˦˸˶̅˸̇˴̅˼˴̇ʳˣ̅˸̆̆ʳˢ˹˹˼˶˸ʳʻ˪̂̅˾̆ʼ 

ʳʳʻ˴ʼʳ˖̂́̇̅˴˶̇ʳˡ̂ˁʳʹʳ˧˼̇˿˸ 
ʳʳ˖˜ˢ ˖˻˼˸˹ʳ˼́˹̂̅̀˴̇˼̂́ʳˢ˹˹˼˶˸̅ 

ʳʳʻ˵ʼʳ˧˼̀˸ʳ˴́˷ʳ˿̂˶˴̇˼̂́ʳ̂˹ʳ˴˶˶˼˷˸́̇ 
ʳʳˣ˜ˢ ˣ̅˼́˶˼̃˴˿ʳ˜́˹̂̅̀˴̇˼̂́ʳˢ˹˹˼˶˸̅ 

ʳʳʻ˶ʼʳ˕̅˼˸˹ʳ˴˶˶̂̈́̇ʳ̂˹ʳ˴˶˶˼˷˸́̇ʳ̊˼̇˻ʳ́̂ˁʳ̂˹ʳ̃˸̅̆̂́̆ 
ʳʳ˜˦˗ ˜́˹̂̅̀˴̇˼̂́ʳ˦˸̅̉˼˶˸̆ʳ˗˸̃˴̅̇̀˸́̇ 

ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ˼́˽̈̅˸˷˂̇̅˴̃̃˸˷ 
ʳʳ˖˔˦ʻ˦ʼ ˖˻˼˸˹ʳ˔̆̆˼̆̇˴́̇ʳ˦˸˶̅˸̇˴̅̌ʳʻ˦˴˹˸̇̌ʼ 

ʳʳʻ˷ʼʳ˦˸̅˼̂̈̆́˸̆̆ʳ̂˹ʳ˼́˽̈̅̌ʳ̂̅ʳ˸̋̇˸́̇ʳ̂˹ʳ˷˴̀˴˺˸ʳ˼˹ʳ˾́̂̊́ 
ʳʳʳ˔˂˘ ˔̅˶˻˼̇˸˶̇˂˘́˺˼́˸˸̅ 

ʳʳʻ˸ʼʳˠ˸˷˼˴ʳ˴̅̅˼̉˸˷ʳ̂́ʳ̆˼̇˸˒ 
ʳʳʳ˪˕ ˪̂̅˾̆ʳ˕̈̅˸˴̈ 

ʳʳʻ˹ʳʼʳˡ˴̀˸ʳ̂˹ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸̅ʳ˴́˷ʳ̇˸˿ʳ́̂ˁʳ˹̂̅ʳ˹̈̅̇˻˸̅ʳ˶̂́̇˴˶̇ˁ 
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Accident Investigation 

1.	 Accident investigation should be carried out as quickly as 
possible. 

2.	 To conduct interviews with as many witnesses as necessary. 

3.	 Total reliance should not be placed on any one sole source of 
evidence. 

4.	 Bring along with you the following which may be useful for 
accident investigation 

(a)	 checklist for obtaining basic and typical information for 
accidents; 

(b)	 notebook; 
(c)	 tape recorder; 
(d)	 camera; 
(e)	 measuring tape; 
(f)	 special equipment for the particular investigation. 

5.	 The main theme of the investigation is to find out answers to the 
following questions: 

(a)	 When did the accident occur? 
(b)	 Where did it occur? 
(c)	 Who was injured or what was damaged? 
(d)	 What caused the accident (immediate and contributory)? 
(e)	 Why did it occur? 
(f)	 How could it have been prevented? 
(g)	 How can a recurrence be prevented? 

6.	 Prepare an investigation report which should be as short as 
possible, but should be detailed enough for its purpose. The 
report should contain the following: 

(a)	 a summary of what had happened; 
(b)	 a summary of events prior to the accident; 
(c)	 information gathered during the investigation; 
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(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 

details of witnesses; 
information on injury or loss sustained; 
conclusions and possible cause(s) of the accident; 
recommendations to prevent recurrence; 
supporting materials (photographs, diagrams, etc.). 

7. To review and revise the relevant method statements. 


